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Expression of *holo*-proteorhodopsin in *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803
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Abstract:

Retinal-based photosynthesis may contribute to the free energy conversion needed for growth of an organism carrying out oxygenic photosynthesis, like a cyanobacterium. After optimization, this may even enhance the overall efficiency of phototrophic growth of such organisms in sustainability applications. As a first step towards this, we here report on functional expression of the archetype proteorhodopsin in *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803. Upon use of the moderate-strength *psbA2* promoter, holo-proteorhodopsin is expressed in this cyanobacterium, at a level of up to $10^5$ molecules per cell, presumably in a hexameric quaternary structure, and with approximately equal distribution (on a protein-content basis) over the thylakoid and the cytoplasmic membrane fraction. These results also demonstrate that *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 has the capacity to synthesize all-trans retinal. Expressing a substantial amount of a heterologous opsin membrane protein causes substantial growth retardation in *Synechocystis*, as is clear from a strain expressing PROPS, a non-pumping mutant derivative of proteorhodopsin. Relative to this latter strain, proteorhodopsin expression, however, measurably stimulates its growth.
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Introduction

Concerns about global warming and the depletion of fossil fuels have led to an increasing need for the development of alternative, more sustainable, methods to produce biofuel and commodity chemicals. Cyanobacteria, like all phototrophs, can utilize the energy from sunlight to fix CO$_2$ and produce a range of valuable carbon-based products via ‘direct conversion’ (158-160). The relatively high growth rate of these organisms, the use of water as the source of electrons and their genetic accessibility, has made them the preferred organisms for such applications.

Rhodopsins are light-sensitive seven-helix transmembrane proteins that bind a retinal molecule as their chromophore. This family has members with either a sensory or a chemiosmotic function in energy transduction. Bacteriorhodopsin from *Halobacterium salinarum* is the archetype of the chemiosmotic-energy-transducing rhodopsins (60). It pumps protons, driven by light, and hence is able to generate a proton motive force (PMF). Proteorhodopsins (PRs) form a subgroup of the rhodopsins from the Domain of the Bacteria, which utilize light energy to translocate protons over a membrane against an electrochemical proton gradient. The gene encoding the first discovered member of this group was detected in the genome sequence of an uncultured γ-proteobacterium from oceanic waters (67). Since then, PRs have turned out to be highly abundant in the oceans (68, 70, 71, 161), and organisms containing them, including a cyanobacterium (73) can be found in many other habitats as well (70, 74, 75, 162). In *vivo* experiments have shown that pumping of protons by PR can lead to increases in growth rate under nutrient-limited conditions (68, 69, 86), production of ATP (87), increased fixation of CO$_2$ (68, 88), and/or survival under starvation or stress conditions (87, 89-91). However, these enhancements generally require nutrient-limitation or stress conditions before they exceed experimental error.

PRs have also been heterologously expressed in non-photosynthetic hosts (61, 67, 163-166). For example, the introduction of a PR in Shewanella oneidensis increased the PMF, which resulted in increases in electrical current generation, lactate uptake, and survival under starvation conditions (164, 165). In *Escherichia coli*, the PMF generated by a PR resulted in ATP synthesis (163), was able to drive the flagellar motor (61), and could be used to significantly increase the production of hydrogen by a co-introduced hydrogenase (166, 167). Very recently, functional expression of a proteorhodopsin in *E. coli* was
shown to cause a minute increase in the growth rate of this organism when growing fermentatively (168). This stimulation, however, may be strictly limited to anaerobic conditions: Photo-activation of Gloeobacter rhodopsin under aerobic conditions led to a decrease in growth rate of the organism because of increased oxidative stress (169).

Cyanobacteria and green algae have a significantly lower absorption in the green part of the visible spectrum (i.e. 450-550 nm), a range that is well covered by the absorption spectrum of many PRs (170, 171). Introduction of PRs into such a system could lead to increased CO$_2$ fixation, which could ultimately increase production rates of interesting compounds by cyanobacterial cell factories (172). Hence, it has previously been suggested that PRs could supply additional free energy to oxy-phototrophic organisms (170, 171), even more so when it turns out to be possible to shift the window of absorption of this pigmented protein outside that of the PAR region (173). Several proposals have been made to increase the efficiency of oxygenic photosynthesis beyond its natural limits (i.e (28)). In the most recent proposal (43) PSI is substituted by an (infrared-light dependent) proton pump; NADPH would then have to be derived via the combined action of PSII and NAD(P)H-dehydrogenase (43). Functional expression of PR may aid in the engineering towards obtaining such strains.

As a first step towards this we have expressed the gene sequence of the proteorhodopsin from Monterey Bay ((67); also known as GPR, but hereafter referred to as PR) in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 (hereafter Synechocystis). We first quantitated the amount of expressed apo-PR and its retinal chromophore, and characterized the sub-cellular distribution of the protein. Using the assay of growth (rate), we were then able to demonstrate an improvement in growth of the transgenic Synechocystis strain expressing PR, when compared with the control strain expressing a non-pumping proteorhodopsin, PROPS (174). To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a beneficial effect of PR on the growth of a cyanobacterium. By implication, we demonstrate for the first time that Synechocystis can synthesize all-trans retinal in vivo.
Materials & Methods

Strains and growth conditions

Strains of *Escherichia coli* were routinely grown at 37°C, either in liquid LB medium while shaking at 200 rpm, or on solid LB plates containing 1.5% (w/v) agar. Where appropriate, antibiotics were added to a final concentration of 100 μg • ml⁻¹ for ampicillin, and 25 to 50 μg • ml⁻¹ for kanamycin.

All *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 strains used in this study were derived from a single wild-type strain (a glucose tolerant strain, obtained from D. Bhaya, Stanford University, Stanford, CA). Unless specified otherwise, *Synechocystis* was routinely grown at 30°C with continuous illumination by white light from fluorescent light sources at moderate intensities of approximately 30 to 50 μmol • m⁻² • s⁻¹ (= μmol photons • m⁻² • s⁻¹). Liquid cultures were grown in BG-11 medium (Sigma-Aldrich), supplemented with 50 mM sodium bicarbonate, and incubated with shaking at 120 rpm. For growth on solid medium, BG-11 plates were made with 1.5% (w/v) agar, 10 mM TES-KOH (pH 8.0), 5 mM glucose, and 0.3% (w/v) sodium thiosulfate. Where appropriate, kanamycin was added at a final concentration of 20 μg • ml⁻¹ in plates, or 40 μg • ml⁻¹ in liquid medium.

Growth of *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 was routinely monitored via the optical density at 730 nm (OD⁷₃₀) on a Biochrom WPA Lightwave II spectrophotometer. All light intensities mentioned were measured with a LI-COR LI-250 light meter and a LI-COR Quantum Sensor.

Plasmid construction

PCR reactions for cloning were performed with the proofreading Pwo DNA Polymerase (Roche Diagnostics). Primers are listed in Table I. All digestions made use of restriction enzymes from the FastDigest range (Thermo Scientific; formerly Fermentas). T4 DNA Ligase (Thermo Scientific) was used for ligations. *Escherichia coli* XL1-Blue (Agilent Technologies; formerly Stratagene) or MC1061 (175) were used as cloning hosts. Constructed plasmids were verified using specific PCRs with Taq DNA Polymerase (Thermo Scientific), followed by additional verification via sequencing.

The cloning plasmid pJBS1250 was constructed by introducing a terminator and several cloning sites into the broad-host-range conjugation vector
A fragment containing the bi-directional BBa_B0014 terminator was amplified from a template plasmid (172) using primers JBS300 and JBS301. The fragment was digested with AvrII and PstI, and DpnI was added to digest the template DNA. The plasmid backbone of pVZ321 was restricted with XbaI and PstI, and treated with Fast Alkaline Phosphatase (FastAP; Thermo Scientific). This removed an approximately 1.7 kb region, including the chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (cat) gene. The digested plasmid and the PCR product were ligated to generate pJBS1250. Note that XbaI and AvrII form compatible overhangs to which the ligation product is not recognized by either of the two enzymes, which allows the same enzymes to be used again in subsequent cloning steps.

The cloning plasmid was further extended with several promoter fragments, which all included a ribosome binding site (RBS), followed by an AvrII site (promoter-RBS-AvrII). A fragment containing the trc promoter was amplified from template plasmid pSEQ-\textit{Trc} (172) with primers JBS302 and JBS303. Similarly, fragments containing the \textit{rnpB} and the \textit{psbA2} promoters were amplified from template plasmids (177) with primers JBS339 and JBS340, and JBS341 and JBS342, respectively. All promoter-RBS-AvrII fragments were digested with EcoRI and XbaI. Plasmid pJBS1250 was digested with EcoRI and Spel, and treated with FastAp. The digested plasmid and fragments were subsequently ligated. Note that XbaI and Spel form compatible overhangs that do not result in the restoration of either restriction site after ligation. This procedure generated plasmids pJBS1253, with the relevant structure P\textit{trc}-RBS-AvrII-BBa\textsubscript{B0014}; pJBS1310, with P\textit{rnpB}-RBS-AvrII-BBa\textsubscript{B0014}; and pJBS1312, with P\textit{psbA2}-RBS-AvrII-BBa\textsubscript{B0014}.

The gene coding for proteorhodopsin (GenBank accession AF279106.2 (67)) with a C-terminal poly-histidine tag (PR-\text{His}) was amplified with primers JBS306 and JBS311 from plasmid pKJ900 (178), which was a kind gift of Dr. K. H. Jung from the University of Seoul, Korea, while the gene encoding proteorhodopsin optical proton sensor (PROPS, PR D97N (174)) was generated by introducing a G-A transversion in the PR gene using standard fusion PCR approach with primer pair JBS306/JBS319 and JBS320/JBS307. The resulting gene product was subsequently amplified with primers JBS306 and JBS307. The amplified fragment was digested with XbaI, and ligated into AvrII-digested pJBS1253, pJBS1310, or pJBS1312. This created plasmids pJBS1255, with the relevant structure P\textit{trc}-RBS-\text{PR-\text{His}}-BBa\textsubscript{B0014}, pQC005, with P\textit{rnpB}-RBS-\text{PR-\text{His}}-BBa\textsubscript{B0014}, and pQC006, with P\textit{psbA2}-RBS-AvrII-BBa\textsubscript{B0014}. 
Expression of holo-pr in Synechocystis

Conjugation

Plasmids were transferred to *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 via tri-parental mating, essentially as described before (179). *E. coli* J53/RP4 (180, 181) was used as helper strain and *E. coli* XL1-Blue or MC1061 with the plasmid of interest was used as donor strain. For each strain, 10 ml LB without antibiotics was inoculated with 250 μl of an overnight culture. After 2.5 h, the cultures were harvested by centrifugation. The pellets of the donor and the helper strains were subsequently re-suspended in 1 ml fresh LB each, mixed, and concentrated via centrifugation into 100 μl fresh LB. The mixture was incubated at 30°C for 1 h, after which 800 μl of a young culture (OD<sub>730</sub> < 1.0) of *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 was added. The three-strain mixture was centrifuged again, and the pellet was re-suspended in 30 μl fresh BG-11 medium. The cells were spread on a Supor 200 sterile filter membrane with a pore-size

### Table 1 Primers used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Fragment</th>
<th>Sequence&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JBS300</td>
<td>BBa_B0014</td>
<td>taccctaggaattcgcggccgcgtcagtaggtcacactggtgtcacctcgc</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS301</td>
<td>BBa_B0014</td>
<td>taccctgacggcggcgtcagtagtaaaataataaaaaagccggattataa</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS302</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;bc&lt;/sub&gt;-RBS-AvrI</td>
<td>tacgaattcgcggccgcgtcagtaggtgagaattatctcgc</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS303</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;bc&lt;/sub&gt;-RBS-AvrI</td>
<td>tacctgcacgcggcgcgtcagtagtacactagtaggtctcctgtgtgaaattttatcgc</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS306</td>
<td>PR-His/PROPS</td>
<td>tactctagataattactgatagtattaggg</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS307</td>
<td>PROPS</td>
<td>tactctagaattagcattaggaagaagtttttaac</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS311</td>
<td>PR-His</td>
<td>tactctagaattagtggtgtggtggtggtgtagg-cattagaagattcttaac</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS319</td>
<td>PROPS&lt;sub&gt;_1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>ctgtagtgaaccagtaaatgtatctaaatcc</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS320</td>
<td>PROPS&lt;sub&gt;_2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>ctgttagtcaataacctgtatcttaaatcc</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS339</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;npB&lt;/sub&gt;-RBS-AvrI</td>
<td>tacgaattcgcggcgcgtcagtaggtcctgaattcgcgaattctc</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS340</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;npB&lt;/sub&gt;-RBS-AvrI</td>
<td>ctgcagcggcgcgtcagtaggtcctgctctgtatgtgtgattaggttattataac</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS341</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;psbA2&lt;/sub&gt;-RBS-AvrI</td>
<td>tacgaattcgcggcgcgtcagtaggtcctgaattcgcgaattctc</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBS342</td>
<td>P&lt;sub&gt;psbA2&lt;/sub&gt;-RBS-AvrI</td>
<td>tacctgcacgcggcgcgtcagtagtacactagtaggtctcctgtatgtgtgcttgttcagtatt</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Sequences that overlap with the sequence of the target fragment are underlined.
of 0.2 μm (Pall Corporation, Mexico) and placed on a BG-11 plate that had been supplemented with 5% (v/v) Luria-Bertani medium. The plate was incubated overnight at 30°C under low-light conditions. After the incubation the membrane was removed from the plate, and cells were washed off with 300 μl fresh BG-11 medium, which was then plated onto BG-11 plates with 20 μg • m⁻¹ kanamycin. Single colonies were picked and plated again, after which independent single colonies were tested for the presence of the construct with a vector-specific and a construct-specific PCR.

**Western blotting**

*Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 strains containing one of the plasmids described above were cultured under standard conditions with illumination at the intensity of approximately 50 μmol • m⁻² • s⁻¹. Cells were harvested by centrifugation and re-suspended into a 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer at pH 8 with 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, and 0.1% (w/v) n-dodecyl-β-D-maltopyranoside (DDM; GAMPRO Scientific). To this, 60% (w/v) 0.1-mm glass beads (Sigma-Aldrich) were added. The cells were subsequently disrupted in a Precellys 24 bead-beater (Bertin Technologies) by 20 s of beating at 6000 rpm, followed by 120 s on ice, which was repeated a total of ten times. An additional 15% (w/v) DDM was added to a final concentration of 1.5% (w/v), and the cell lysates were incubated overnight at 4°C under mild agitation. Insoluble material and glass beads were removed by centrifugation at 10,000 g and 4°C for 15 min. The protein concentration in the supernatant was determined with the Pierce BCA Protein Assay (Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Proteins in the cell lysates were separated via SDS-PAGE in ‘Any kD Mini-PROTEAN TGX Precast Gels’ (Bio-Rad) using standard procedures. When bands from samples needed to be compared, equal amounts of protein (5 μg unless specified otherwise) were loaded in each lane. The separated proteins were subsequently transferred to NitroPure nitrocellulose membranes (Osmonics). A pre-stained protein ladder (Thermo Scientific) was used to assess protein size and transfer efficiency. After transfer, the membranes were probed with monoclonal Anti-His6 antibodies (Roche) as primary antibody, and goat anti-mouse peroxidase (Thermo Scientific; formerly Pierce Biotechnology) as the secondary antibody. The bands were visualized using the SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate Kit (Thermo Scientific) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, and an Odyssey Fc imaging system (LI-COR).
For quantification, band intensities were determined using ImageJ v1.49a (W. S. Rasband, U.S. National Institutes of Health, http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) by taking the total intensity of a band area corrected for the background intensity of an adjacent area of equal size. To determine the content of PR-His in a particular sample, its band intensity was compared with a standard curve formed by the band intensities of a series of known amounts of PR-His on the same gel. The standards were prepared from PR-His isolated from E. coli (182), which was quantified spectroscopically at its visible absorption maximum (525 nm; see (183)). Relative PR content (% w/w) in a sample was calculated from the PR-His protein content of the corresponding band over the total protein content loaded in the same lane. In order to present the PR-His expression level as the number of PR molecules per cell, the number of PR-His molecules in a particular band was calculated based on the PR-His protein content, the molar mass of PR-His (28,359 g/mol (calculated with ApE v2.0.45)) and Avogadro’s number. Assuming that efficiency of cell disruption was 100%, the total protein content loaded on a gel was converted into the number of cells. The former was determined with the Pierce BCA Protein Assay while the latter was estimated based on the OD$_{730}$ of a sample, using the conversion factor that 1 ml culture of wild type Synechocystis with an OD$_{730}$ = 1 contains 108 cells, as determined with a Casy 1 TTC cell counter (Schärfe System GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) (184).

Images were minimally processed to increase printability using Adobe Photoshop CS5: they were cropped to show only the relevant areas, and brightness and contrast were adjusted equally over the entire image in some cases.

**Membrane fractionation**

Thylakoid and cytoplasmic membranes were isolated based on the procedure described in (46) from 20 l batch cultures of Synechocystis (final OD$_{730}$ = 0.91), with the modification that a two-phase system consisting of 6.7% dextran T-500 and 6.7% polyethylene glycol 3350 (both from Sigma-Aldrich) was used, instead of 5.8% and 5.8%, respectively. The final membrane fractions were incubated overnight at 4°C under mild agitation in the presence of 1.5% (w/v) DDM. His-tagged PR protein was subsequently detected as described under “Western blots” above.

In this procedure the cytoplasmic membrane separates into two fractions: CM1, which may represent the attachment regions between the cytoplasmic and thylakoid membranes, and the main fraction CM2 (also referred to as
PM1 and PM2, respectively) (185). Here, we only analyzed the main fraction of the cytoplasmic membrane (CM2).

The purity of the two separated membrane fractions was estimated using antibodies against two different markers: anti-PixJ1 ((186, 187)); a kind gift from Birgitta Norling (School of Biological Sciences, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, Singapore), and anti-PsbC (CP43) (Agrisera, Vännäs, Sweden). PixJ1 has been reported to be a specific marker protein for the cytoplasmic membrane, while CP43 is a specific marker for the thylakoid membrane. The Western-blotting procedure used for these two marker proteins was similar to the detection procedure for His-tagged PR protein described above, except that the proteins were separated in SDS-PAGE gels with 14% polyacrylamide plus 6 M urea, transferred to PVDF membranes (Westran Clear Signal 0.45 μm, Whatman), and treated with goat anti-rabbit peroxidase (Thermo Scientific) as secondary antibody.

Retinal identification and quantification

Retinal was isolated, identified and quantified using a procedure adapted from (188). Cell pellets were re-suspended in 1 M hydroxylamine at pH 8.0 in 50% (v/v) methanol, and disrupted via bead-beating as described above for the Western blot samples, prior to incubation at 30°C for 10 min. During these steps (opsin-bound) retinal was converted with hydroxylamine into the more stable retinal oxime (189). The resulting reaction mixtures were subsequently extracted at least three times with petroleum ether (40 to 60°C). After pooling of the organic phases, the petroleum ether was evaporated under N2. The extracted material was then dissolved in n-heptane (HPLC grade), and separated on an HPLC system with an EC 150/4.6 NUCLEOSIL 100-5 C18 column (MACHEREY-NAGEL), and n-heptane at 1 ml • min⁻¹ as mobile phase. Spectra of the eluting fractions were recorded using a UVD 340U UV/VIS diode array (Thermo Scientific; formerly Dionex).

To aid peak identification, all-trans retinal, all-trans retinol, and retinoic acid (all from Sigma-Aldrich) were used as standard compounds. Retinal oxime was synthesized from all-trans retinal by treatment with hydroxylamine, similar to the procedure used for the cell samples. For quantification, a dilution series of all-trans retinal was treated exactly the same as the samples, including the bead-beating, incubation, and extraction steps, to include reaction and extraction efficiencies in the standard curve. Elution of retinal oxime was monitored at 357.7 nm—the wavelength closest to its absorption maximum in the sys-
The obtained peaks were integrated using (Chromeleon 6.80 SP1 Build 2238), and the peak areas were used to generate a standard curve. Standards were always processed together with the samples to account for any variation. The stock solution of all-trans retinal was stored in n-heptane (HPLC grade) in darkness and was quantified spectroscopically before use at the visible absorption maximum of retinal (370 nm in n-heptane (190)). To determine the retinal content in a sample, the peak area of retinal oxime in the sample was compared with a standard curve formed by the peak area of a series of known amounts of retinal (oxime). To present retinal production as the number of retinal molecules per cell, the number of retinal molecules was calculated based on retinal content, the mass of retinal (284.4 g/mol) and Avogadro’s number. The number of cells was estimated as described for the Western blotting procedure above.

**Isolation of proteorhodopsin from Synechocystis**

His-tagged PR was isolated from the same batch of cells as used for the membrane fractionation experiments (see above). Cells were harvested by centrifugation and disrupted by bead-beating as described for the Western blot samples above. After the removal of insoluble material by centrifugation, the lysate was diluted in buffer A (20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, 0.1% DDM, pH 8.0), and filtered using a syringe filter (0.22 μm pore size). His-tagged PR was subsequently purified using a HisTrap FF Crude column with 5 ml column volume, and an ÄKTA FPLC system (all from GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden). The protein was eluted with a gradient from buffer A to buffer B (20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 500 mM imidazole, 0.1% DDM, pH 8.0). Fractions containing the protein were collected, spectroscopically characterized, pooled, and immediately dialyzed against buffer A to remove excess imidazole. After dialysis, the protein was concentrated using a concentrator with a molecular-weight cut-off of 10 kDa (Spin-X UF 6 Concentrator, Corning). The concentrator was also used to exchange the buffer for buffer C (20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 0.1% DDM, pH 8.0) by repeated cycles of washing and concentrating the protein.

The concentrated protein was further purified on a Superdex 200 HR 10/30 (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) gel filtration column with buffer C as mobile phase. Spectra of fractions were measured on an Agilent 8453 UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Germany).
Mass spectrometry

Retinal was converted to retinal oxime and extracted using the same procedure as described above for the retinal identification and quantification. Fractions from the PR isolation (described above) and standards were treated in the same way. The resulting extract in n-heptane was dried under an argon flow, and re-dissolved in a mixture of 55% (v/v) methanol, 30% (v/v) acetonitrile and 0.1% (v/v) formic acid in water.

Mass spectrometric analysis was done with an AmaZon speed IonTrap (Bruker, Bremen, Germany) equipped with a nano-spray ESI source. Positive ion mode spectra between 50 and 600 m/z were measured of samples and standards by direct sample infusion with a syringe pump system. The typical flow rate was 3 μl per min. The m/z values of compounds of interest were selected manually or by the automated +MS2 selection of the IonTrap in order to generate their MS/MS spectra. Collision-induced dissociation (CID) was used as the fragmentation method. Compass Data Analysis software (version 4.1; Bruker) was used to process and analyze the raw data. The pump system was extensively washed with 55% (v/v) methanol, 30% (v/v) acetonitrile and 0.1% (v/v) formic acid in water after each run. A new analysis was not started until the background signal was restored to its initial value.

Functional assays

To determine the effect of PR expression on the growth of *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803, cells were grown in BG-11 medium with 50 mM sodium bicarbonate grown at 30°C with shaking at 120 rpm, with the exception that cells were illuminated with light from a custom-made RGB (red, green, blue) light panel. This light panel was constructed using 40 LEDs of each color for 120 LEDs in total, and allowed tuning of the output light intensity of each color individually. The red, green, and blue LEDs emitted maximally at 635 nm, 527 nm, and 459 nm, respectively. The total light intensity used for these experiments was approximately 47 μmol • m^-2 • s^-1, made up out of 21 μmol • m^-2 • s^-1 red, 23 μmol • m^-2 • s^-1 green, and 3 μmol • m^-2 • s^-1 blue light. To apply stress to the cells in the form of partial dissipation of the proton motive force sub-maximal concentrations of 3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea, DCMU), [3-chlorophenyl-hydrazono] malononitrile (CCCP) and sodium chloride were added to the BG-11 medium.
Three strains were compared in each experiment: cells containing the ‘empty’ plasmid pJBS1312, cells with the PR-His-encoding plasmid pQC006, and cells with the PROPS-encoding plasmid pQC011. To start an experiment, three 10-ml cultures were inoculated from a pre-culture for each strain in 50 ml Erlenmeyer flasks in a shaking incubator at 30 °C. Growth was monitored via cell density by measuring the OD$_{750}$ of a small volume (150 μl) sample from each culture in a Multiskan FC Microplate Photometer (Thermo Scientific, Finland). For selected experiments, instead of OD$_{750}$, the number of cells per ml and average cell size was analyzed in triplicate with a Casy 1 Model TTC cell counter (Schärfe System GmbH, Reutlingen, Germany) with a 60 μm capillary (191).

**Results**

**Expression of PR in *Synechocystis***

To explore the possibility of functional expression of PR in *Synechocystis*, we constructed a series of expression plasmids based on the broad host-range conjugation vector pVZ321 (176). Each plasmid carried a promoter, a ribosome binding site, the structural gene of PR, with an extension encoding a C-terminal poly-histidine tag (PR-His), and a bi-directional terminator (see Materials & Methods for further detail). We preferred a plasmid-based expression system over a genomic integration because this results in significantly (about 3-fold) higher expression levels for otherwise equal constructs (192).

To find the optimum expression level of PR, we compared three plasmids, each with a different promoter driving PR expression: the very strong trc promoter, the moderately strong psbA2 promoter, and the weak rnpB promoter (172, 192, 193). The protein-expression level of PR-His in strains carrying these three plasmids was determined using Western blots with an anti-His-tag antibody, and quantified by comparing the intensities of the PR-His bands with a standard series of known quantities of PR-His isolated from *E. coli*. The wild type strain was also included in this experiment, as a control to confirm that the labelling is specific for the His-tagged proteorhodopsin (data not shown).

Contrary to expectations, the highest level of PR-His expression was found in the strain in which its expression was controlled by the psbA2 promoter (data not shown). No expression could be demonstrated in the strain with P$\text{trc}$-driven expression, which was likely due to genetic instability of this construct, as after cultivation we were only able to re-isolate mutated plasmids from this
strain. Although the cause of this genetic instability was not further investigated, it is plausible that very high PR expression levels poses a serious burden to the cells, which is not sufficiently compensated by energy conversion via PR and would provide a significant competitive advantage to spontaneous mutants impaired in PR expression. The construct with the weak \textit{mpB} promoter did express PR-His, but levels were only detectable on Western blots after an additional concentration step of the cell-free extracts using a HisTrap spin column (data not shown). Therefore, we chose to utilize the \textit{psbA2} promoter for the remainder of this study.

To investigate the dependence of the PR-His expression level on the growth phase of \textit{Synechocystis} growing in batch culture at a moderate light intensity (~ 50 \(\mu\text{mol} \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}\), see Materials & Methods), we compared samples taken from different growth phases of such cultures. A representative result is shown in Fig. 1. We reproducibly found that the expression levels of PR-His rose slightly during the early growth phases, but declined again very late in the stationary phase.

![Figure 1: Expression of His-tagged PR in a batch culture of \textit{Synechocystis} in various growth phases.](image-url)
Sub-cellular localization of PR in *Synechocystis*

Cyanobacteria such as *Synechocystis* have two distinct inner membrane fractions: the cytoplasmic membrane (CM) and the thylakoid membrane (TM), be it that these two components may be partially connected (187, 194-196). Since our expression system did not include a specific membrane-targeting signal, PR might localize in either one or in both of these membrane fractions. To investigate this, we fractionated the membranes of a PR-His expressing *Synechocystis* strain, using sucrose-density gradient centrifugation and a two-phase separation system (185). Of the two membrane fractions obtained equal amounts of protein (in μg) were applied on SDS-PAGE, and analyzed using Western blots with three different antibodies: An anti-His-tag antibody to detect PR-His; an antibody against PsbC (CP43), a marker for the TM fraction (197); and an antibody against PixJ1, a marker specific for the CM fraction (186, 187).

![Figure 2: Localization of His-tagged PR in the cytoplasmic membrane fraction (CM) and the thylakoid membrane fraction (TM) of *Synechocystis*. Membranes were separated by two-phase separation and analyzed on Western blots as described in Materials & Methods. A) Localization of PR in the membrane fractions. B) Localization of PsbC (CP43), a marker for the TM fraction. C) Localization of PixJ1, a marker for the CM fraction. Note that the image shown for each panel was derived from separate gels and blots, which were run under optimized conditions for the particular protein/antibody combination. Because of this, and because of the different antibodies used, the band intensities are not comparable between panels. However, an equal total protein amount of the TM and CM fractions was always loaded on each individual gel (10 μg, 10 μg and 60 μg for panels A, B and C, respectively). Thus, the band intensities of both fractions in the same panel can be directly compared. The experiment shown here was repeated with an independently grown culture and independently isolated membrane fractions, and had the same outcome.

The results obtained, summarized in Fig. 2, show that the level of PR-His relative to the total amount of protein in the respective fraction is comparable for both fractions (panel A). The marker proteins PsbC (panel B) and PixJ1 (panel
C) are almost exclusively isolated in the TM and the CM fraction, respectively, which shows that the fractions were separated successfully. Taken together, these results suggest that PR-His does not appear to localize to any particular membrane fraction selectively, but rather integrates into the CM and TM fraction randomly.

It should be noted that the membrane fractionation procedure we employed results in membrane fractions of high purity, but not in their quantitative isolation. Therefore, we have not made attempts to quantify the amount of PR-His in the two membrane fractions in vivo, beyond the conclusion that their level on a total protein basis is approximately the same in the two types of (purified) membrane (Fig. 2A).

**Retinal synthesis in *Synechocystis***

The experiments described above established that the apo-PR protein can be expressed at significant levels in both major membrane fractions of *Synechocystis*. However, PR requires a retinal chromophore before it can become functional as a light-dependent proton pump. The gene product of *sll1541* from *Synechocystis* has been shown to have apo-carotenoid-15,15'-oxygenase (SynACO) activity in *vitro* (198). The SynACO enzyme is able to convert β-apo-carotenals and related molecules of various chain-lengths into retinal in *vitro* (198). However, the most common precursor of retinal, β-carotene appears not to be accepted by SynACO as its substrate in *vitro* (198-200), which is probably due to the selectivity of the enzyme’s substrate binding site (200, 201). It is not known whether or not the enzyme actually can produce retinal in *vivo*.

In order to test if *Synechocystis* has an endogenous pathway for synthesis of retinal, we adapted a retinal detection assay from (188) for analysis of samples from a batch culture. Briefly, cell extracts of *Synechocystis* were incubated with hydroxylamine, to allow formation of the stable retinal-derivative retinal oxime. This derivative was subsequently extracted using petroleum ether, and analyzed on a reverse-phase HPLC system, equipped with a C18 column and a diode-array detector (see Materials & Methods for further details).

Despite repeated attempts, we were not able to detect any traces of retinal in wild type *Synechocystis* nor in those strains that carried an ‘empty’ control plasmid (*i.e.* without PR expression; pJBS1312; top trace in Fig. 3A). Intriguingly, and in contrast to the results obtained with pJBS1312, we did detect a
peak at the retention time of retinal oxime in extracts from cells that expressed PR-His \(i.e.\) pQC006; middle trace in Fig. 3A). In addition, the compound co-eluting with retinal oxime has a UV/Vis spectrum identical to retinal oxime (Fig. 3B) and in contrast to visual pigments and bacteriorhodopsin (189) appears to be extracted predominantly in the syn form. These results strongly suggest that *Synechocystis* has the capacity to endogenously synthesize retinal, but that this compound is in most conditions rapidly metabolized. When apo-PR is present, however, the retinal can bind to this protein to form holo-PR. This presumably stabilizes the retinal against further metabolism. Thus, through the expression of apo-PR we have been able to demonstrate for the first time that *Synechocystis* can synthesize retinal in vivo.

Because the pathway of retinal synthesis in *vivo* has not been characterized yet, it is not clear whether retinal is present in similar amounts throughout all phases of growth. Therefore, we analyzed the content of retinal in the samples that had been used for quantification of the amount of apo-PR-His expressed (Fig. 1). Samples were extracted and analyzed as described in the legend to Fig. 3. A known quantity of pure retinal was used to prepare a standard curve for each HPLC analysis experiment, which allowed an accurate quantification of the amount of retinal (oxime) that was isolated. The optical density at 730 nm \(\text{OD}_{730}\) and the volume of the sample were used to estimate the number of cells from which this quantity of retinal was extracted, allowing the calculation of the approximate number of retinal molecules per cell (see Materials & Methods for further details). It should be noted that this procedure uses several estimated conversion factors, and should be viewed as an approximation.

Similarly, the amount of PR-His protein in Western blot samples of the same cells (Fig. 1) was converted to an approximate number of PR molecules per cell. Like the estimation of the number of retinal molecules, also this procedure uses several estimated conversion factors (see Materials & Methods for details), and should be viewed as an approximation. The number of apo-PR molecules and the number of retinal molecules in each of the five samples indicated by grey bars in Fig. 1 were estimated accordingly. We then calculated their ratio to vary between 0.9 and 2.1 (with an approximate error between biological replicates of 0.2) over the first three samples indicated in Fig. 1. This ratio indicates that the amount of retinal available is in the right order of magnitude to allow the formation of detectable quantities of holo-PR. This conclusion is further supported by the isolation of pigmented PR from *Synechocystis* (see below). Surprisingly, at the end of the growth the amount of retinal in the cells increases steeply.
Binding of retinal to apo-proteorhodopsin

The appearance of a peak corresponding to retinal (oxime) in the HPLC traces of extracts from cells expressing PR (Fig. 3) strongly suggests that retinal is associated with PR in vivo. To further confirm this, we made use of the His-tag on PR to isolate this protein using a HisTrap column. The resulting protein fraction had a bright pinkish color (inset in Fig. 4A), as expected for holo-PR (67).

![Figure 3: Extraction of retinal from Synechocystis that do (pQC006) and do not (pJBS1312) express PR. Retinal standards or cell extracts were incubated with hydroxylamine to allow the formation of retinal oxime, which was subsequently extracted with petroleum ether and detected with HPLC (see Materials & Methods for further detail). A) Time traces of the absorption at 357.7 nm—the wavelength of maximum absorption of retinal oxime in the system used. The arrow A at ~4.1 min indicates the maximum absorption of syn-retinal oxime, while the arrow B at ~4.5 min indicates the peak of anti-retinal oxime (198). B) The absorption spectrum of the maximum of the peak containing retinal oxime from the standard sample (dotted line) and the corresponding peak from the strain carrying pQC006 (solid line). The peak was absent in the strain carrying the empty plasmid pJBS1312 (dashed line). For display purposes, an arbitrary offset was added to the traces of panel A, and in panel B the absorption at 357.7 of the retinal oxime standard was normalized to the same absorption at 357.7 nm as the pQC006 sample.](image_url)

The protein was further purified by molecular-sieve chromatography, and the absorption at 525 nm of all fractions was measured to determine the amount of holo-PR present in each sample. The resulting elution pattern showed that two main fractions were separated. In these two fractions PR is presumably present in either of the two relevant oligomeric states, i.e. the hexameric and
monomeric state, respectively, as is suggested by the absorption spectrum of the protein eluting in these two fractions (Fig. 4B). The UV/Vis absorption spectrum of the material eluting in fraction A is the same as for holo-PR; the material eluting in fraction B had a clearly red-shifted absorption maximum, consistent with the interpretation that this fraction contains monomeric PR (85) (see further Discussion).

![Figure 4: Isolation and fractionation of holo-PR from Synechocystis.](image)

To further confirm that the chromophore carried by the isolated and purified holo-protein indeed was retinal, we allowed the fractions isolated with the molecular-sieve chromatography (see Fig. 4) to react with hydroxylamine, and extracted the chromophore in the same way as done for the whole-cell extraction described above (see Fig. 3). The extracted chromophore was then analyzed with electrospray mass spectrometry, and compared with a standard. The MS/MS results obtained after selecting the mass of retinal oxime (m/z 300.3) (Fig. 5) clearly show that several of its dominant fragmentation products are identical. It should be noted that the selection window for MS/MS will also include other compounds with a similar mass, resulting in co-fragmentation of other compounds that may differ between the fraction and standard.
Thus, the results are not necessarily expected to be identical. However, in the corresponding fractions of strains that did not express PR-His, the m/z 300.3 signal with the fragmentation pattern as shown in Fig. 5 was not detectable.

**Figure 5: Identification of the chromophore via mass spectrometry.** The protein was first isolated with its associated chromophore using a HisTrap column, further purified using gel filtration (Figure 4), and finally the chromophore was extracted as retinal oxime with hydroxylamine. Several fractions were then analyzed using mass spectrometry. Fraction A is shown here, but results for fraction B were comparable. The bottom panel shows the mirrored spectrum of a retinal oxime standard.

**Assay of functional activity of PR in vivo**

To test whether the expressed holo-PR would be active in vivo, and hence contribute to the organism’s energy conversion, we first tried to demonstrate such physiological activity of PR by measuring light-driven proton translocation. However, whereas this approach worked successfully in starved *E. coli* cells expressing PR, it did not in *Synechocystis*. This was mainly because *Synechocystis* exhibits a number of competing light-dependent proton translocation and metabolic reactions which have an effect on the extracellular pH, such as reactions involved in light-dependent electron transport and utilization of CO$_2$/HCO$_3^-$ (202, 203). It also turned out to be technically too challenging to demonstrate light-dependent proton translocation in isolated subcellular (thylakoid) membrane fractions of PR-expressing cells.

For that reason, we next attempted to demonstrate an effect of PR on the growth rate of *Synechocystis*. In order to reveal such a stimulatory effect,
and because the presence of an expression plasmid may cause growth retardation, we compared the strains expressing PROPS (pQC011) and PR (pQC006) with the strain containing the ‘empty’ plasmid (pJBS1312). Furthermore, we used not only regular BG-11 medium, but also conditions that tend to abolish the PMF. For the latter, we chose several stresses that decrease the PMF: growth with only green light, in the presence of an inhibitor (3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethyleurea, DCMU) of photosynthesis; growth in the presence of a protonophorous uncoupler ([3-chlorophenyl) hydrazono] malononitrile, CCCP), with and without glucose, and growth in a high salinity medium (204). These experiments were carried out with 47 μmol • m⁻² • s⁻¹ RGB (red, green, blue) illumination, since green light is an indispensable element for PR-mediated proton translocation. Under standard conditions the control strain, i.e. *Synechocystis* containing the ‘empty’ plasmid pJBS1312, always had a higher growth rate than *Synechocystis* expressing PR (pQC006) or expressing the non-proton-pumping PROPS (i.e. the D97N mutant form of PR (174) from pQC011; see Fig. 6A for an example). This is probably because expressing PR/PROPS caused an energy burden for *Synechocystis*, and/or PR/PROPS occupied a large fraction of the available space in the thylakoid membrane, which may have led to an impairment of photosynthetic electron flow. Consistent with this it was observed that the PR/PROPS expressing strains contain less chlorophyll and phycobilisomes (between 10 and 20%) and these cells are slightly larger (~10% increase of mean diameter) than cells expressing pJBS1312, during exponential growth in BG-11 medium. Significantly, these data also show that pQC006 allows *Synechocystis* to grow slightly faster than pQC011 (Fig. 6A). To rule out that this faster growth would be due to alteration in light-scattering characteristics of the cells rather than to a true change in growth rate, the experiment was also analyzed via cell counting. Fig. 6B shows that this analysis leads to the same conclusion.

In a significant number of experiments in which cells were grown with PMF-stress (see above), it was observed that the growth rate of the PR(pQC006)-containing strain was even slightly higher than the control strain (data not shown).

Our data demonstrates that PR can slightly enhance the rate of photoautotrophic growth of *Synechocystis*, relative to a strain that expresses similar amounts of non-functional proteorhodopsin. Under these conditions, PR presumably generates additional PMF, which may aid the cells in generating extra ATP for maintenance and/or anabolism.
Chapter 3

Discussion

In this manuscript we report the heterologous (holo-protein) expression of a PR-based proton pump in the membranes of *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803. The heterologous protein incorporates approximately evenly (on a protein-content basis) in both types of membrane of the cells (i.e. CM and TM). It could also make a contribution to the cell’s energy conversion in both membrane types. Furthermore, we demonstrated that this protein can make a measurable contribution to the conversion of solar energy into a useful form of metabolic energy for this organism (Fig. 6). It is relevant to note that PR presumably also functions well at high-salt conditions (92).

Expression of this proteorhodopsin was so far only directly detectable when using the *psbA2* promoter, which is of intermediate strength. With weaker promoters, detection of the protein with Western blots required specific pre-concentration steps, whereas the stronger *trc* promoter elicited genetic instability of the heterologous gene. The expression level of the apo-protein peaks at the late stages of (linear) growth in the batch cultures studied here, and then declines during stationary phase. A similar growth-phase dependence of PR expression was observed in the naturally PR-containing Dokdonia sp. MED134 (68). The drop in PR content during the stationary phase may be in part due to the promoter we selected, because it is known that *psbA2* expres-
Expression and transcript stability are light-intensity dependent (205-210), and so is heterologous expression driven by this promoter (211, 212). It is worth noting that several of the recently discovered proteorhodopsins in ‘chemotrophic’, often psychrophilic, bacteria only contribute detectably to growth rate or cell yield when the cells are stressed and/or in stationary phase (68, 69, 86, 87, 89-91).

Beyond the apo-protein, *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803 also turned out to be able to synthesize its natural chromophore, retinal, which spontaneously forms a Schiff-base linkage with the apo-PR to form the holo-protein (Fig. 3-5). This fraction of protein-bound retinal then becomes protected against catabolism, which is the regular fate of both endogenously and exogenously-added retinal in this organism: micromolar concentrations of retinal added to a batch culture of *Synechocystis* are catabolized with a half time of between 1 and 2 h (data not shown). Synthesis and degradation of retinal have been studied before in *Synechocystis*, but only via in vitro enzyme assays (198-200, 213, 214).

Upon isolation of the heterologously expressed PR from *Synechocystis*, two distinct fractions of the protein were obtained with different (spectral) characteristics (Fig. 4). We interpret these differences as being a consequence of the oligomeric state of the protein, consistent with the results presented by Hus-sain et al. (85). These authors showed convincingly that the dominant form of organization of (heterologously expressed) PR molecules after solubilization in DDM is the quaternary structure of a hexameric ring, whereas a small fraction is isolated as monomeric PR molecules. They also reported a higher pKa for the monomeric state, which resulted in a red-shifted absorption spectrum as compared to the hexameric state (λmax 518 nm, alkaline, vs. 535 nm, acidic), which we also observed here. We therefore tentatively conclude that PR is predominantly present in a hexameric organization, both in the thylakoid and in the cytoplasmic membranes of *Synechocystis*. The small amount of monomeric PR may actually be caused by detergent solubilization (85, 215).

To show that PR is able to make a contribution to light-energy conversion in *Synechocystis*, we also made use of starvation/stressful conditions, just like it was initially done in *E. coli* (61) and in some of the organisms in which it is endogenously present (68, 69, 86, 87, 89-91). However, no fully consistent data have been obtained under these conditions so far. This is because the technical reproducibility of these experiments was less than with growth in BG-11 medium. The small contribution of PR to the energy metabolism in *Synechocystis* observed here will in part be due to its relatively slow turnover
(i.e. ‘pumping’) rate, which may be close to only 10 protons per second (82, 83, 216). Taking the latter value as a starting point one can calculate that in *Synechocystis*, growing with a doubling time of about 8 h and carrying out predominantly linear electron flow, the retinal-based pump, when expressed at levels of up to 105 molecules per cell, contributes to proton motive force generation (and hence ATP production) less than 1% (this is assuming that one CO₂ fixed requires the pumping of 10 protons). Furthermore, we consistently observed that expression of the heterologous membrane protein PR-His decreased the growth rate of *Synechocystis* sp. PCC6803. Therefore, use of the proper control strain (i.e. the strain carrying PROPS (pQC011)) is crucial in these experiments. The calculation of the 1% stimulation is based on many simplifying assumptions, like neglect of the multiple (at least 6; see (217)) forms of cyclic electron flow. This positive effect, however, may be offset by increased formation of reactive oxygen intermediates, as recently shown in *E. coli* (169), because cyanobacteria are very sensitive to H₂O₂ (218).

To further increase the potential of retinal phototrophy in *Synechocystis* various possibilities can be proposed. The first is to use a proteorhodopsin variant that pumps faster. Since the start of this project several routes towards improvement along this line have revealed themselves, like the use of proteorhodopsin variants that bind a carotenoid like echinenone (219), not only because of their pumping rate (173), but also because their antenna carotenoid increases their effective absorption cross section 3.5 fold (220). A second possibility may be to use the trimeric bacteriorhodopsin, which presumably will not form an extended hexagonal lattice, but will show a higher pumping rate. Bacteriorhodopsin, the archetype of the retinal-based proton pumps and retinal-based photosynthesis (60), pumps with a rate of about 100 protons per second (63). The recent description of a sodium-ion translocating bacterial rhodopsin (52) offers even more exciting opportunities to explore in relation to salt stress and phototrophy. It should be kept in mind that there is one example of an endogenous proteorhodopsin in a cyanobacterium: *Gloeobacter violaceus* contains a retinal-based proton pump next to its regular machinery for oxygenic photosynthesis (73). However, the physiological role of this rhodopsin has not been resolved (yet; see (221)).

The contribution of retinal-based proton pumping to the energy budget of *Synechocystis* would become much more significant once it would be possible to exploit the photons that are not utilized by wild-type cyanobacteria. For this, the absorbance maximum of the proteorhodopsin would have to be shifted to beyond 700 nm. Although progress is made in this direction (173) there is a
significant way still to go. In a seminal paper, written at the peak of the recent revival of interest in sustainability research (28), a comparison of ‘artificial’ and natural photosynthesis was made, together with a review of options to increase the efficiency of light energy conversion through rational engineering in both approaches. Although the possibility to exploit retinal photosynthesis is not mentioned, the option to use the near-infra-red part of the solar spectrum is recommended, in particular through exploiting cyanobacteria that synthesize chlorophyll d or f and/or further engineering pigment synthesis. In that paper the possibility to alter the free-energy gap to excite the two photosystems is also proposed as a way to exploit a larger part of the solar spectrum. However, those approaches have the disadvantage that they strongly reduce the amount of free energy available to drive electron transfer between the two photosystems. Such a near-infra-red light driven retinal-based proton pump will have sufficient free energy available to drive proton translocation at physiological levels of the proton motive force. Bacteriorhodopsin pumps only a single proton per photon (4, 222), whereas in purple bacteria like Rhodopseudomonas viridis photons with a wavelength close to 1,000 nm provide the organism with enough free energy to translocate two protons over their cytoplasmic membrane (see also (171)).

In a recent update of the discussion paper on the efficiency of oxygenic photosynthesis (43) it is proposed to cut electron transfer through the Z-scheme into two halves, which then should lead to: (i) linear electron flow via PSII plus NDH-1 for water-driven reduction of NADPH, and (ii) replacement of PSI by an infra-red absorbing system for proton pumping, like *i.e.* a cyclic electron transfer chain as it functions in purple-non-sulfur bacteria. This would then allow exploitation of all solar radiation for oxygenic photosynthesis. Functional expression of a proteorhodopsin in a PSI deletion strain may be a very significant step in such an engineering approach.

Strong emphasis on maximizing efficiency is necessary if natural photosynthesis is to be used for large-scale fuel production, *i.e.* via (cyanobacterial) cell factories. In this approach, however, there are many more aspects that can be further optimized, like *i.e.* expression of an improved RuBisCO (22), antenna truncation (223, 224), and a retinal-based proton pump to modulate the relative rate of ATP and NADPH synthesis and stimulate product formation (225).
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